RPM Support - Story #5172
Story # 4908 (CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE): [Epic] As a user, I can manage modular content

As a user, I can sync modular content
07/23/2019 02:53 PM - ttereshc

Status:

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

ppicka

% Done:

100%

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Category:
Sprint/Milestone:

Pulp 3.x RPM (Katello 3.16)

Platform Release:

Tags:

Groomed:

No

Sprint:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Quarter:

Sprint 59

Description
As a user, I can sync modulemd content
support compressed and uncompressed version of modules.yaml
track a relationship with artifacts
mark RPMs as modular
As a user, I can sync modulemd_defaults content
replace with the newer one if checksum changed (can be done in RemoveDuplicates stage)
do we need to track a relationship to a modulemd? maybe not, can be painful (this part needs additional discussion agreement)
As a user, I can sync modular erratum content
Related issues:
Copied to RPM Support - Test #5408: Test - As a user, I can sync modular content

NEW

Associated revisions
Revision 559f80a0 - 09/20/2019 12:43 PM - ppicka
Sync modulemd and modulemd-defaults
Add sync support for modulemd and modulemd-defaults and create relations between modulemd and RPM packages. And keep snippet from
modules.yaml as an artifact for content (modulemd and modulemd-defaults).
closes #5172 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/5172

History
#1 - 07/23/2019 02:54 PM - ttereshc
- Parent task set to #4908
#2 - 08/14/2019 05:26 PM - ppicka
- Status changed from NEW to ASSIGNED
- Assignee set to ppicka
#3 - 09/05/2019 08:24 PM - kersom
- Copied to Test #5408: Test - As a user, I can sync modular content added
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#4 - 09/20/2019 02:20 PM - ppicka
- Status changed from ASSIGNED to MODIFIED
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 559f80a0ef62718115de08835ce6035216aa5c24.
#5 - 09/26/2019 03:22 PM - rchan
- Sprint set to Sprint 59
#6 - 12/13/2019 08:29 AM - ttereshc
- Status changed from MODIFIED to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
#7 - 02/25/2020 11:37 AM - ttereshc
- Sprint/Milestone set to Pulp 3.x RPM (Katello 3.16)
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